**APPALACHIAN SUMMER** - *(Key D - play out of C position Capo 2nd fret)*

*Mark Elliott & Mickey Justice*

**INTRO:**

```
C   F(walk)  G    C   C   F(walk)  G
C      F (walk down)       G
Lately I've been feeling down got to leave this big old town
C                       F(walk) G
Get my feet back on the ground where no one knows me
                        F       G       C       F
Gonna' lose my cares in that sweet mountain air
                        G
And when the sun goes down
C                       F (walk down)       G
The river will sing her song to me, a midnight mountain melody
C                       F(walk)       G
The Nightingales add harmony from their home among the branches
                        F       G       C       F
In the trees on the hills, by the road along the way
                        G
To a brand new day
                        F       G       C (walk) Am7
It's an Appalachian summer on a narrow two lane road
                        F
That winds through the mountains
                        F       G
Where the hills are tied in heather’d locks
                        F       G
The water flows over weathered rocks
                        C (walk) Am7       F       G
And a gentle breeze will kiss the trees in passing
                        C
An Appalachian summer
                        F (walk) G       C
                        F (walk) G       G
C                       F (walk down)       G
The summer sky is almost gone, gotta' turn around and head for home
C                       F (walk) G
But I'll be back before too long, where the wind will take me
                        F       G       C       F
Down in the valley and up through the pines
                        G
To a friend of mine
```

Repeat Chorus – Solo over the Verse – Repeat Chorus Twice